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Abstract
This paper discusses the implementation of Interactive Virtual Learning (VL) among elementary school teachers in Malaysia. The qualitative method of unstructured interviews and observation was chosen as the way for gathering information to discover the existing challenge that teachers confront in excelling in science, as well as the necessity for any new instructional tactics. Two primary school science teachers from two different schools were selected to participate in this interview. The results of this preliminary investigation confirm that modern science teachers confront challenges in their classrooms. The findings suggest a scarcity of high-quality learning materials on which they may rely. Furthermore, a lack of time for revision and exploration of each topic is a problem that must be addressed to improve student performance in science. Finally, the integration of VL with various learning strategies must be designed and developed to facilitate and boost students' learning abilities in the topic of science.
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Introduction
The rapid growth of VL, along with the ever-increasing number of internet users globally, has resulted in more chances for knowledge and information access (Wallet & Valdez, 2014; UNESCO Bangkok, 2015). Many countries have responded to the growing importance of VL by attempting to transform school education from traditional face-to-face, teacher-centered teaching and learning to a student-centered environment that extends beyond the classroom, as well as exposing students to pedagogical approaches that encourage interactivity and the development of 21st-century skills (Teoh, 2015; Robertson, 2016).

A previous study (Aziz et al., 2019; Phong et al., 2020) has demonstrated that teachers' usage of technology in the classroom is linked to their perceptions about its worth. Teachers can use whichever teaching methods they like. Some teachers utilize YouTube to communicate...
with their pupils and deliver information for review, while others use whatever technique they can.

The Ministry of Education (MOE) has introduced several different online teaching methods. If online education was merely used as a teaching tool in the past, it was not the major mode of instruction. However, in the case of a crisis and the imposition of the Movement Control Order (MCO), online teaching is already regarded as the primary mode of instruction. As a result, now is the moment for teachers to reinforce this online teaching and learning, particularly for future usage.

Issues and Challenges
Previous study has placed a great deal of emphasis on the importance of science for employment, especially for global significance (Li et al., 2020), improving the career aspiration (Rice et al., 2013; Badri et. al, 2016), and help develop the students’ motivation and potential (Dare, Ellis & Roehrig, 2018). Accordingly, the strengthening of thinking abilities at elementary school level is necessary in the context of the present development.

However, many elementary schools students unable to master Higher Order Thinking Skills (Mat & Yusoff, 2019) because of some factor like non proper learning model (Novita, 2014), and the fact-memorizing phenomenon (Azian et al, 2017). As a consequence, the HOTS level among elementary school students still at a low level.

Due to the fact that teachers exclusively utilise whiteboards and pen markers while imparting information, the chalk and talk strategy functions as a traditional educational approach only allows for one-way communication (Shah et al., 2017), which students are only encouraged to voice their opinions or answer questions when the teachers asks them. It is often necessary for pupils to duplicate what is written on the whiteboard in order to pass a class. The traditional technique, known as chalk and talk, is no longer necessary for order to meet the demands of today's leaners (Jabeen & Ghani, 2015). So that, the purpose of the study was to explore the implementation of teaching and learning using virtual learning among elementary school science teachers in Malaysia.

Methods
This exploratory, the qualitative study included two science teachers from two elementary schools. Table 1.1 shows the profiles of the teachers. Due to cautious measures implemented during the research time, the author questioned all teachers via Google Meet. Each teacher interview lasted about 60 minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>School</th>
<th>Level teaching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>School A</td>
<td>Year 4,5 and 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>School B</td>
<td>Year 4,5 and 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Teachers described their experiences creating VL, science lessons, how they planned lessons to engage teachers, and their opinions of student participation in a semi-structured interview. The questions in the Appendix directed the semi-structured interview, with additional
questions added as the interview continued based on the teachers' responses. For the sake of analysis, all interviews were transcribed. Thematic analyses from the ground up were carried out in stages. Throughout the analysis, members were checked to ensure that the findings were valid and reliable.

Phase one consists of basic data coding and familiarisation. The researchers read the transcripts of the interviews. Annotations were added to the basic codes to emphasize important factors that teachers effectively address when creating VL experiences and their observations of student involvement.

The second phase is analysing codes and identifying themes. To understand alternative interpretations and align any inconsistencies, the researchers discussed their initial codes. Combining the basic codes resulted in the first set of themes.

Reviewing and defining topics is the third phase. Smaller topics were combined to produce larger themes, or broader themes were divided into subthemes, and initial concepts were re-evaluated. The researchers repeated this process until they came up with a thematic map that effectively described their findings.

**Findings**
In the final thematic map, the findings are organised into two main themes and four sub-themes (see Fig. 1.1). The first theme delves into teacher VL considerations in terms of (a) design preparations and implementations, and (b) community-based professional development. In Theme 2, teachers' descriptions of students' VL involvement and preparation are used to highlight students' VL determinants.
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**Theme One: Teachers' Considerations for VL**
The first theme looks at how teachers prepare and implement virtual lessons using a combination of the use of learning modules along with instructional videos. Teachers work collaboratively to provide the technology used and plan lessons to ensure students do not drop out of teaching and learning activities. Teachers collaborate with fellow teachers from...
other states by collecting and sharing virtual learning resources that allow teaching and learning to continue.

“I am one of the volunteers of the Malaysian Youtuber Academy. Through this academy we are taught how to produce quality teaching videos and according to the latest syllabus issued by the Ministry of Education Malaysia. We also discuss what we want to do with our students, then share and cross-pollinate ideas.”
[IV: T1: 17.09.21]

On the other hand, the school schedule was restructured to better monitor students' screen time. Teachers used WhatsApp, Telegram, Facebook, and/or YouTube to integrate VL, and they supplemented it with additional technologies (e.g., Google apps). Technology familiarisation classes were given to teachers who wanted instruction on how to use internet tools for VL. Teachers also used the Ministry of Education's Facebook page to share lesson ideas and materials with teachers from other schools (Malaysia).

Besides that, VL was used in both synchronous and asynchronous forms to emphasise subject content delivery and monitor students' learning.

"It's a mix of synchronous and asynchronous instruction. It’s based on the lesson's difficulty level and the type of student profile."
[IV: T2: 18.09.21]

Teachers may use a greater number of virtual learning techniques with level 2 students than they can with level 1 students. Typically, lessons are divided into three sections: (1) teaching the subject matter of the lesson; (2) assigning tasks and checking for student faults; and (3) explaining the comprehension of the idea of learning via question and answer sessions. Teachers are aware that they need additional time to develop instructional materials for their students. Consequently, they make extensive use of pre-existing resources like as the Akademi Youtuber Malaysia online or teacher groups on social media sites like Facebook. Additionally, teachers assist one another by sharing their teaching materials with members of the community, both within and outside of the school.

To match classroom practice, alignment and learning activities are implemented using video conferencing software such as Zoom, Google Meet or directly from the YouTube channel.

“There was a lot of emphasis on using Google Meet and Zoom for video conferencing... a lot of what was being provided was the same thing, frontal teaching, classroom instruction. Perhaps the lesson cannot be one hour long for the VL to be successful... for one hour is pretty taxing on the eyes... It takes about 35–40 minutes.”
[IV: T1: 17.09.21]

“Not all teachers will be able to offer lessons entirely online. This is since the internet connection is less stable. As a result, I will adjust my plans in accordance with the adequacy of the internet line scenario. Sometimes I just post a YouTube
Synchronous lessons lasted 35 to 40 minutes. Because teachers were conscious of pupils' attention spans, each part lasted no more than 15 minutes. Pupils, particularly absentees, were able to review courses once they were digitally filmed and published to YouTube or Google Classroom. Teachers found it difficult to keep track of their pupils' online involvement and learning because they could be multitasking. Furthermore, pupils could plagiarise responses from web sources because of the 'cut and paste' technological capability. The first and third portions pertain to classes that have not been deployed in live sessions to this point.

When students need to access lessons, resources provided by the teachers, they may only utilise telegrams or WhatsApss. Teachers will provide instructional video links through YouTube or self-training connections via Google Forms, Quizzes, Kahoots, and other similar tools with students. Teachers utilise the self-marking option to keep track of their students' progress and comprehension. Teachers also urged pupils to store their homework assignments online so that they may study them later.

Teachers also participated in online courses to learn about new software programmes to help VL and to stay up to date with the most recent technological tools and developments.

“There were several online learning platforms available. So, the headmaster will tell us, oh, if you want to learn how to utilize Google Classroom, there is this online course, tutorial, or anything along those lines..."

Teachers and technical employees used emails and mobile phone applications (e.g. WhatsApp, Telegram) to conduct occasional troubleshooting to ensure the VL ran well. Talking about this issue an interviewee said:

“...Then, throughout the VL era, we were quite active on WhatsApp level chat, saying things like, "Oh, I'm having trouble with this and all, what should I do?" As a result, we're assisting one another... Yeah, that's a big benefit."
More professional learning opportunities for teachers were needed that focused on understanding and implementing technological affordances to create meaningful learning experiences. Both within and between schools, teachers were excited about sharing resources and teaching ideas.

**Theme Two: Student' Factors for VL**

The next topic discusses the amount of concern, taking into consideration pupils' engagement and preparedness for VL. Both sub-themes reflect teachers' concerns for fostering students' emotional, behavioural, cognitive, and social involvement during VL, as well as teachers' comprehension of how technology accessibility, maturity, and age affect students' preparation for VL.

This result suggests that teachers need to take into consideration students' emotional engagement when designing and enacting VL experiences. Students were excited to begin their online VL experience because of the curiosity effects of technology. Students were quite enthusiastic about the Google Meet software program even before the VL period when they were taken to the computer lab to familiarise themselves with it. Fatigue came in as the weeks passed.

"It was like a brand-new platform to them; it was like a novelty. So, you see, I guess it wears off after a while." [IV: T1: 17.09.21]

"Most of the students who were active in the class expressed concern with their level of academic achievement as they did not have mid-year exams or assessments in any other form. However, for students who are silent in the classroom has shown a difference when they start asking questions during the virtual learning activities are implemented. This is because in a physical classroom, students who are outspoken will have an advantage over students who are relatively quiet.." [IV: T2: 18.09.21]

Web conferencing is used by teachers in the lesson to monitor student progress, discuss about personal issues and maintain a level of emotional equilibrium. Additionally, teachers collaborate with parents and guardians to make certain that students get the emotional support they need while participating in virtual learning activities.

Learning was aided by the VL environment since students were able to concentrate without being disturbed by their colleagues. In comparison to the classroom, “quietness” could be maintained in the online setting since teachers could mute all or some pupils. The technology could be used to control chatty or unruly kids. One surprising finding was that pupils who were normally silent and unresponsive in face-to-face situations were proactive in asking questions and actively participated.

Students being late, absent, multitasking, and submitting late homework are all challenges that have occurred as a result of the internet environment. Teachers must call pupils or their parents/guardians to find out why they were late or absent in some cases. Teachers kept track of pupils' behaviour by asking them to turn on their webcams to record attendance and verify their identities. Teachers wanted to make sure that kids were always
at their laptops and paying attention. Teachers also noted that in an online setting, students needed more “chasing” to submit their homework.

Teachers recognized the importance of online formative evaluations in online VL for gathering feedback from students on their knowledge and development. Unlike in a physical classroom, where such comments could be given quickly and easily, the online setting necessitated planning. As a result, teachers had to change their methods.

“One of the issues I saw with home-based learning was that there was less face time, making it more difficult for us to provide feedback." Instantaneous feedback So, much like when we conduct face-to-face sessions, I can walk around and point out their problems right away." [IV: T1: 17.09.21]

Teachers also noted that younger or part of the online required greater coaching because online VL presented new learning problems as well as technological demands. These pupils required home support to facilitate cognitive engagement, even when lesson packages were well-designed.

Peer-to-peer talks were less common in online VL environments, according to teachers. Teachers, on the other hand, had suspicions that pupils were having discussions outside of class.

“They will, for example, chat with each other outside of class, either by calling or messaging each other. We discovered this when conversing with them in the morning." [IV: T2: 18.09.21]

During online asynchronous lessons, most interactions occurred between the teacher and the pupils. Teachers believed that the lack of student-to-student contact was since teachers kept lessons to 30–40 minutes. The capacity to use technology has an impact on students' VL preparation. To access online VL, some pupils lacked technological gadgets or had to share technological devices with siblings.

Teachers believe that students' maturity, as measured by self-direction, motivation, and ICT knowledge, as well as their age, played a factor in their participation in the online VL experience.

“With the younger ones, I see a general trend. I believe they aren't used to it. This entire virtual learning experience. The older ones, I believe, adjust much more quickly. Then, for your specialized groups' really, extremely low progress, video conferencing greatly benefited them. For VL to be effective, kids with lower progress and specific needs needed face-to-face experiences with instructor scaffolding and supervision at home. We need to keep an eye on things. So, in most cases, we watch these pupils and discover that they have a problem, in that they are unable to study at home. This is known as a special need, and they must call back to school." [IV: T1: 17.09.21]
Younger kids, particularly those in level 1 (Years 1–3), required more synchronous learning experiences and parental support. Level 2 pupils (year 4–6) appeared to be more self-directed and capable of coping with asynchronous lessons. Students with special needs were given special permission to return to school so that teachers may conduct one-on-one or small group classes for them.

**Discussion and Implications**
The research yielded five recommendations for online VL experiences based on the two categories (see Table 2). These suggestions are detailed further down.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme one: teacher considerations</th>
<th>Theme two: student factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teachers must measure students’ involvement and progress purposefully and consistently.</td>
<td>Expand online learning spaces to include social media platforms so that pupils can continue discussions outside of class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers deliver lessons using several advanced platforms.</td>
<td>Instil skills and habits of learning into students in both online and face-to-face settings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers require ongoing professional development to learn how to use instructional strategies and technological affordances more effectively for meaningful learning with technology.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Virtual learning makes monitoring student progress more challenging than face-to-face learning. Changes in the education system that were previously implemented face-to-face to virtual learning, have changed the teaching and learning situation. As noted by (Chai et al., 2010; Chai et al., 2019) in the TPACK framework, teachers now need to examine the interaction of technology, pedagogy, and content in building virtual learning experiences. Other elements considered include talent, emotions, ways of student engagement, their performance in assessment and interaction (Dixson, 2015; Martin & Bolliger, 2018). Therefore, there is a need for a guide to facilitate the process of virtual teaching and learning.

Maintaining student involvement is important for effective learning. Teachers interviewed expressed concerns about their pupils' participation in the VL experience. In a face-to-face format, our teachers felt they could better observe pupils' cognitive, behavioural, emotional, and social engagement. This study have proven to reveal some connections between the three dimensions of student engagement. While teachers are concerned about their students' understanding of content, the practical implication of these VL experiences is that learners' behavioural and emotional engagement was crucial in supporting cognitive engagement. Teachers must actively develop communication opportunities for students throughout online VL encounters to learn about their problems and wants and maintain a two-way communication channel.
In conclusion, virtual learning can indeed help transform teaching and learning activities to be more comprehensive, meaningful and student-centred, with better access to educational resources. As illustrated through the findings of the study, teachers who have a sense of ownership or empowerment will contribute to higher technology integration in teaching and learning activities. Nevertheless, it is important to identify the factors that motivate teachers to use virtual learning. Data from teacher perspective mapping, as well as other data collected in this study will be useful as a reference for MOE and teachers in improving the use of virtual learning, and generally improving the integration of technology in education.
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